
who wrote the book of mormon
an analysis of wordprintsWordprints

wayne A larsen alvin C rencher and tim layton

the problem of book of mormon authorship has challenged
historians and theologians since the book was published in 1830 op-
ponents of the book have claimed thatjosephthat joseph smith wrote it himself
or that an accomplice such as solomon spaulding or sidney rigdon
penned it and somehow transferred it to joseph smith 1 the
defenders of the book maintain that it is just what it claims to be a
sacred record written on metal plates by many ancient authors and
translated by joseph smith with divine assistance and direction
joseph smith history 262 65

both sides present arguments to strengthen their case pro-

ponents note that proper names and cultural traits found in the book
have been validated by recent middle eastern research 2 while2whileawhile op-
ponents point out the similarities between the books theology and
the religions of early nineteenth century upstate new york 3 book of
mormon apologists find evidence of hebrew and other ancient
writing styles in the book 4 but detractors point to the grammatical
mistakes in the earlier editions as evidence that there could have been
no miraculous translation 5 both sides also cite archaeological
evidence to defend their points of view

one element missing in all of this literature is an approach that
would allow for quantification of the evidence followed by a rigorous
and objective statistical analysis as a test of the competing claims the
book purports to have been written by a number of ancient authors
we can now test this claim scientifically by combining certain
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assumptions of modern linguistics with new advances in the statistical
analysis of texts

for our analysis we started with a basic assumption that in-
dividual authorsauthors leave something analogous to a fingerprint in all
their works each authors style has some subconscious individualistic
patterns that are not easily altered these patterns form his unique
I1 1 wordprintwoodprintwordprint the growing number ofofwordprintwordprintwoodprintwordprint studies includes in-
quiries into the authorship of letters biblical books and ancient
greek works 6

stylometrySTYLO METRY

our approach is sometimes referred to as the science of
stylometrystylometry 7 which can be defined loosely as statistical analysis of
style it is also called computational stylistics we do not use the
word foyestyestylestyre in the literary sense of subjective impressions characterizing
an authors mode of expression we must deal with countable items
which are amenable to statistical analysis we look then for what is

frequent but largely unnoticed the quick little choices that confront
an author in nearly every sentence such choices become habits so
the small details flow virtually without conscious effort

one writer on this subject douglas chretien used the term
linguistic fingerprint to describe an authors subconscious pattern

of usage of the language features which uniquely characterize his
writings he stated the conscious features of style can be im-
itated but the unconscious andarid subconscious features surely can-
not and a test of authorship if it is to be reliable must be built on
them 8
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in the literature of stylistic analysis we find many references9

claiming that for a given author these habits are not affected by
1 passage of time 2 change of subject matter or 3 literary form

they are thus stable within an authors writings but they have been
found to vary from one author to another we give two examples
which illustrate this approach to authorship identification

the first concerns the controversy over the authorship of twelve
of the eighty five federalist papers although the federalist papers
were first published anonymously it was later found that five were
written byjohnjayJohnJayby john jay and that the rest were divided between alexander
hamilton andjamesand james madison although authorship of seventy three
of the papers was determined there was still a question as to whether
hamilton or madison wrote the remaining twelve

two statisticians mosteller and wallace compared the twelve
disputed papers to other of hamilton s and madisonsmatisonsMadisons writings us-
ing frequency of usage of the small filler words they found over-
whelmingwhelming evidence favoring madison as the author of all twelve
disputed papers 10

As a second example whenjanewhewhen janenjane austen died in 1817 she left an
unfinished novel along with a summary A few years ago an
anonymous admirer completed this novel and published it she was a
highly skilled author and tried her best to imitate the style of jane
austen she succeeded very well in the conscious elements of style
but failed totally in the subconscious habits of detail when these
habit patterns were examined the difference was clearly evident I1 I1

we made the same assumption then that has been generally ac-
cepted and proven widely applicable each author has a wordprintwoodprintwordprint
we coined the term wordprintwoodprintwordprint to describe a writers linguistic
fingerprint or habit patterns of usage of noncontextualcontextualnon words

the noncontextualcontextualnon words which have been most successful in
discriminating among authors are the filler words of the language
such as prepositions and conjunctions and sometimes adjectives and
adverbs authors differ in their rates of usage of these filler words

some previous investigators of authorship identification have
oversimplified the problem some have chosen a definition of word
print and then have taken several controversial passages from an
author and tested for statistically significant differences in the word
print between passages if any statistically significant differences

see morton literary detection p 96
frederick mosteller and david L wallace inference and disputed authorship the federalist

reading mass addison wesley 1964
mononmorton ppap 18991189 91
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occurred they assumed different individuals had authored the
passages we believe a larger view must be taken in addition to
comparing several passages written by the same author we must also
compare them with the works of a control group of contemporary
authors conceivably an individual author might produce word
prints which differ in a statistically significant manner and yet be con-
sistent within themselves when compared with other authors word
prints we have taken this into consideration in our study by in-
cluding authors who were contemporaries of joseph smith

we propose to test the assumption that the book of mormon was
written by one author joseph smith or whomever against the alter-
native hypothesis of multiple authorship if the book were written by
several people we should statistically reject the hypothesis of single
authorship showing multiple authorship would be strong evidence
for joseph smiths account of the origin of the book since it is the
primary explanation which asserts multiple authors finding single
authorship would not necessarily invalidate the believers claims
however because it is logically possible that even though joseph
smith had divine direction in translating he might have paraphrased
the text into his own words this argument would also hold for mor
mons abridgment but then there would be other authors in nephi
and moroni that joseph smith could have received the translation
word for word in a uniform literary mode with all style differences
between authors obliterated is yet another possibility

BOOK OF MORMON CLAIMS OF NUMEROUS AUTHORS

according to the book of mormon itself numerous prophets
whose lives cover a period of over a thousand years wrote the book
three and one half centuries after the birth of christ mormon real-
ized that his writing would soon come to an end but he was shown in
vision that a later people would profit from it acting on divine in-
structions he made a very brief abridgment of the records in his
charge engraving it on gold plates he passed these plates on to his
son moroni who added to the record and then deposited it in the ap-
pointed place for safekeeping with this record compiled by mor-
mon and moroni joseph smith also found a much smaller rerecordcord
I1 I1 the small plates which contained the early history of these people
beginning with their departure from jerusalem soon after 600 BC
most of this smaller record was written by nephi and his younger
brother jacob who were in the original group which left jerusalem
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joseph smith used this original material in place of mormon s abridg-
ment covering that period thus according to the text there were
four major engravers of the gold plates mormon moroni jacob
and nephi and a few minor engravers as well see appendix A

in addition the abridgers of the record often appear to be
quoting from other authors for example mormon recorded the com-
mandmentsmandments given by alma to his son helaman alma 36 37 since
quotation marks do not appear anywhere in the book of mormon the
question remains as to whether these passages are verbatim or
paraphrased 12

for the purpose of the statistical tests we started with two
assumptions 1 that each of the major engravers and those they
quote were distinct individuals and 2 that the writers of each verse
or partial verse could be identified according to information given in
the text we found very little ambiguity as to who wrote what
however identifying the source of each verse or portion of a verse re-
quired careful scrutiny since authorship or source shifts approximately
two thousand times in the text of the book of mormon the follow-
ing example illustrates the rapidity of many of these changes the
two verses are from alma 8

source segment

mormon 19 and as he entered the city he was
an hungered and he said to a man

alma will you give to an humble ser-
vant of god something to eat

mormon 20 and the man said unto him

amulekamules I1 am a nephite and I1 know that
thou art a holy prophet of god for
thou art the man whom an angel sasaidsaldid
in a vision

angel thou shalt receive

amulekamules therefore go with me into my
house and I1 will impart unto thee of
my food and I1 know that thou wilt be
a blessing unto me and my house

when oliver cowdery transcribed the text of the book ofmormonofmormon as dictated bybyjosephjoseph smith he used
very little punctuation the printer inserted most of the punctuation in the original edition of the book of
mormon see BH roberts comprehensive history hoftkeoftkeof the church ofjesusofjesus caristchrist oflatterof lafterlatter day saints cen-
tury 1I 6 vols provo utah brigham young university press 1957 1114
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through the process of assigning each quoted segment a source
we identified over one hundred authors or originators twenty two
of these contributed over 1000 words they along with two others
who had close to 1000 words are listed in appendix B in descending
order according to word count 13 As expected mormon is first on the
list with nearly forty percent of the book attributed to him nephi
has the second highest word count the third author on this list
alma is not one of the engravers of the book but was quoted fre-
quently by mormon A very interesting facet of this list is that if all
the words attributed to deity are combined then deity becomes the
third most quoted source in the book 14 with approximately ten per-
cent of the words

NONBOOKNON BOOK OF MORMON AUTHORS

for control and comparison purposes we analyzed the writing of
several nineteenth century authors including that of both sidney
rigdon and solomon spaulding who have been proposed as authors
of the book of mormon we also included other known works by
joseph smith and contemporary works by W W phelps oliver
cowdery and parley P pratt 15 also we analyzed the lectures on
faith plus two sections from the doctrine and covenants finally we
added an article called the paracletesParacletes which was published
anonymously in the times and seasons 16

these word counts were done using the computerized tapes oftheodtheof theohe book of mormon developed by elden
ricks and translation services of brigham young university

some arbitrary definitions were made since in mormon theology the term lord can refer either to
god the father or to his son jesus we classified deity as three distinct authors the father the lord and
jesus we also made the definition that the lord as quoted by isaiah is different from isaiah and also from
the lord in the rest of the book our statistical studies showed that these divisions were largely unnecessary

5forforifor excerpts from the writings ofofjosephjoseph smith sidney rigdon parley P pratt oliver cowdery and
williwilliam W phelps we used a computer disk prepared by alanalanjaladjJ phipps see phipps lectures on faith
cited in fri 6 we are indebted tojictojimto jim callister for providing this disk joseph smiths writings were taken
from articles in the messenger andadvocateand advocate his journal and letters to various individuals joseph smiths
writings included in this study are his own words this is important since many works attributed to josephtojoseph

smith were actually written by his scribes or others see phipps lectures on faith for further informa-
tion sidney rigdonsRigdons writings were taken from the evening and morning star and the messenger andasundand ad-
vocate parley P pratts works were A voice of warning and A short account ofaodaof a shameful outrage oliver
cowdery s writings were taken from six letters published in the messenger andadvocateand advocate WW phelphsphelpssPhelp ss ex-
cerpts were from the evening and morning star and the messenger and advocate the doctrine and
covenants sectionssections uuseded in this study were 101 and 104 solomon spauldingsSpaul dings writings consisted offiveofficeof five ran-
dom selections from manuscript found

we included the paracletespaxacletesParacletes times andseasonsand seasons 6891 92 917 18 to determine whether any of
our 1830 contemporaries appears to be the author of this unsigned article our results were consistently in-
consistent a strong indication that none of the authors used in our study wrote this selection
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methodology

we used three basic statistical techniques multivariate analysis
of variance cluster analysis and discriminant or classification
analysis these techniques will be described below we also used
three basic wordprintwoodprintwordprint definitions 1 frequency of letters 2 fre-
quency of commonly occurring noncontextualcontextualnon words 3 frequency of
rarely occurring noncontextualcontextualnon words although this paper em-
phasizesphasizes the frequency of commonly occurring noncontextualcontextualnon words
all three woodprintwordprintwordprint definitions produced similar results appendix C
contains the 38 common and 42 uncommon words we used they were
selected from a list of words ordered by frequency

multivariate ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE MANOVA

we will first describe multivariate analysis of variance MANOVA

and then present a few examples from the many analyses that we con-
ducted MANOVA is a technique that tests for homogeneity of
groups 17 the similarity of the wordprintwoodprintwordprint patterns from one author to
another to illustrate the procedure suppose that there exists a set of
ten plays ascribed to shakespeare however some scholars
hypothesize that shakespeare wrote only seven of the plays and that
the other three were written by an unknown individual to use
MANOVA we divide the ten plays into two groups one containing the
seven undisputed texts the other the three disputed plays A word
print definition is precisely chosen MANOVA allows us to compare the
wordprintswordprints for the two groups of plays anddeterminesand determines whether the
observed difference in woodprintwordprintwordprint is large in relation to the internal
consistency within each group of plays A large observed difference
would support the conclusion that different authors wrote the two
groups of plays while a small difference relative to the groups inter-
nal consistency would suggest that one author wrote all ten plays

here is an oversimplified numerical example to clarify further the
concept consider a case where we have only two authors with three
different passages from each author we are examining the frequen-
cy of the word anyandwandand find the following frequency results

passage 1 passage 2 passage 3

author A 032052.032032 051.031031 032052.032032
author B 063065.063063 063065065063.063.065 064.064064

17dDFF morrison multivariate statistical methods new york mcgraw hill 1976 chap 5
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frequency in this case means relative frequency ie and appeared
32 times per 1000 words it is clear that if the three selections from
each author are typical the authors will differ in the average frequen-
cy with which they used the word and however if the results were as
follows we could not discriminate between these authors on the basis
of this word

passage 1 passage 2 passage 3

author A 032052.032032 055.055055 068068.068068
author B 042.042042 058.058058 ogi061.061061ogi

on this information alone we could not rule out the possibility that A
and B were the same individual

the MANOVA technique can be applied to any number of authors
and any number of words based on the frequencies it analyzes
MANOVA states the probability of a set of data arising if a single author
wrote all of the materials examined certain statistical assumptions
are required before this probability statement is valid we have
satisfied these sufficiently for the purposes of this study

the writings of our 24 authors were divided into 251 blocks of
text containing approximately 1000 words apiece mormon was
presumed to be the author of 98 of these blocks while the last three
authors mosiah enos and the father had only 1 block each the
frequency of each of the words in appendix C was computed for each
of these 251 blocks 18

in the first analyses the blocks of words attributed to jesus
isaiah and the lord quoted by isaiah were deleted since they agree so
closely with the bible we thus avoid the possibility of these authors
causing significant differences

MANOVA io10 words
book of mormon only

we first compared the 21 remaining authors by using the 10
most frequently occurring words in our list statistically the dif-
ferencesferen ces among the authors are highly significant differences as
large as these simply could not occur if a single author wrote the
book the statistical odds that a single author wrote the book are less
than 1 in 100 billion however this number should not be taken too

rather than use this frequency we generally used the arc sine transformation of the frequency for
statistical requirements the program RUMMAGE was used on all MANOVA analyses see GR bryce MAD
an analanaianalysisysis of variance program for unbalanced designs journal odtheof the royalroyalstatisticalsocietystatistical society series C
applied statistics vol 24 london 1974 p 35
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literally it depends on several assumptions one of which is that we
have a random sample of each author s writings the 100loo100 billion to 1

ratio does imply however that the authors wordprintswordprints vary
significantly with respect to each authors own internal consistency

the 10 words which we compared were and the of that to un-
to zinn it for and behe only one word in was not significantly dif-
ferent across the 21 authors seven of them were significant at less
than the .00010001 level ie the probability that a single author would
produce such disparate results is less than 1 in 10000 in a typical
research study a difference would be labeled significant if its prob-
ability level was 05.0505 less than I11 in 20 or smaller most of the dif-
ferencesferences we found were so large that the associated probability level
was very much smaller than 05.0505

MANOVA 38 words
book of mormon only

the MANOVA was repeated using the 38 frequently occurring
words listed in appendix C with similar results thus the 21 authors
do not appear to be the same individual we have not shown
statistically the existence of 21 distinct styles but have strongly
demonstrated wide divergence among most of the 2211 the pattern of
differences among the authors will be examined further in connection
with the MANOVA which includes non book of mormon authors as
well

MANOMANOVAVA other book of mormon tests
the preceding analyses were repeated using the book of mormon

authors in a variety of contexts these include analyses on word fre-
quenciesquencies analyses on all 24 authors jesus isaiah and the lord as
quoted by isaiah added to the data base analyses on the 42 uncom-
mon words listed in appendix C and analyses on frequency of let-
ters the results were the same in each case we consistently found
extremely low probabilities that the differences among these 24
groups of text could have been produced by a single author there
were no contradictory results

MANOVA 5838 words
including non book of mormon authors

we also compared the writing in the book of mormon with that
of joseph smith and his contemporaries who wrote in the time
period when the book of mormon was published the go90 blocks of
words we used were from joseph smith W W phelps oliver
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cowdery parley P pratt sidney rigdon solomon spaulding the ar-
ticle paracletesParacletes and the lectures on faith it has been suggested
that certain of these men were the authors of the book of mormon

As a control test we first performed a MANOVA using all 38 words
on 341 word blocks from the 33 authors 24 book of mormon plus 9
non book of mormon authors probability that differences as large
as those observed could occur by chance is less than 1 in 10 billion

1 there is some evidence of a wordprintwoodprintwordprint time trend
within the book of mormon ie writers are more similar
to their contemporaries than to writers in other time
periods this needs further investigation

2 the passages quoting the father do not differ
from the combined passages quoting the lord and jesus
but there may be a little difference between quotations
from jesus and those from the lord

3 there is no statistical difference between the
isaiah passages and the lord as quoted by isaiah

4 joseph smiths writing is very different from that
of the author of lectures on faith see appendix E

5 the most salient result however was that none of
the book of mormon selections resembled the writing of
any of the suggested nineteenth century authors 19 the
book of mormon itself offers the strongest evidence for a
clear scientific refutation of the theories that it was written
in the nineteenth century

the MANOVA tests have shown conclusively that 1 the 21 major
groups of book of mormon text we examined were indeed written by
several distinct authors who were individually consistent as suggested
in the book itself and 2 none of the modern candidates whom we
tested for book of mormon authorship wrote any of that text this
leaves joseph smiths account as the only explanation consistent with
these clear yet hitherto unnoticed characteristics of the book of mor-
mon the only alternative would be that in spite of its growing
reputation in scientific circles the theoretical basis of wordprintwoodprintwordprint is not
generally valid but our own results on known nineteenth century
authors provide strong support for the woodprintwordprintwordprint concept

to avoid the possibility that our MANOVA results might be un-
consciously biased by any particular statistical technique we included

nhe result remained true even when we removed formal words reflecting nineteenth century religious
style from the analyses hath unto etc the results depend as much on words such as and of for as on any
of the other words
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two additional analyses cluster analysis and discriminant or
classification analysis

CLUSTER ANALYSIS

cluster analysis takes a series of measurements on a set of obser-
vations and identifies which observations are closest to each other in
this study the series of measurements would be the frequencies of
the 38 words which form the wordprintwoodprintwordprint profile and the set of obser-
vations would be the 1000 word blocks closeness is defined by a
distance measure of the difference between two wordprintswordprints 20 cluster
analysis can be used as an additional test of multiple authorship but
more importantly it can also be used as an informal method of assess-
ing relationships between blocks of words

the major cluster analyses we performed yielded conclusions
similar to the MANOVA results discussed earlier mormonscormonsMormons word
blocks clustered with other blocks by mormon nephis with nephis
king benjamins with king benjamin s etc these results were the
same no matter which definition of wordprintwoodprintwordprint we selected letters
common words or uncommon words the percent of clusterings cor-
responding with the multiple authors as named in the book of mor-
mon was much higher than could have been produced by chance
since these results are very similar to those presented in the MANOVA

sections we include only two examples which show a different ap-
plication of clustering

cluster analysis
24 book ofofmormoftmormo 10 authors

this cluster analysis was for the 24 book of mormon authors us-
ing one observation consisting of each author s total words combined
frequencies of the 38 common words were used as data the purpose
in combining each authors words was to determine how the authors
relate to each other to calculate a distance measure which would
most clearly distinguish the authors we chose the 9 words which
discriminated best in the MANOVA

some results indicating that contemporaries write alike were

1 nephis word blocks paired with his father lehi s

together these then clustered with the group of word
blocks of nephis brotheriacobbrother jacobiacob and of isaiah the prophet
most quoted by nephi and jacob

we used a hierarchical clustering algorithm and the mahaianobismahalanobismahalanabisMahalanobis distance function see PC
mahalanobismahalanabisMahalanobis on the generalized distanceDistulcestuice in statistics proceedings ofnationalof national institute ofofsciencessciences 12
india 1936 49
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2 the lords word blocks grouped with jesus
3 alma s word blocks grouped with those of

amulekamules his missionary companion once combined they
paired with those of abinadi the man who converted
alma s father

4 samuel the lamanite s word blocks paired with
those of nephi son of helaman samuel the lamanite
and nephi were contemporary prophets

5 the word blocks of the lord as quoted by isaiah
paired with the fathers

some contrasting results were

1 mormon s word blocks paired with helamanslamansHe a
bridge of 300 years

2 moronis word blocks paired with zenos even
though these two authors were most widely separated in
time overall moronis word blocks clustered less cor-
rectly than other authors perhaps this is because much
of his writing is an abridgment of the jareditejaredineJaredite record or
quotation from unspecified earlier sources

cluster analysis book of mormon
and non book of mormon authors combined

all 34 authors were used in this analysis with one replication per
author which consisted of all blocks combined for that author As
before 9 selected words were used for the distance calculations

the following results were noted

1 joseph smith s word blocks combined with those
of lectures on faith this pair then combined with oliver
cowdery s see appendix E

2 jacobs word blocks combined with those ofoftheodthethe
paracletesParacletes 21

3 nephi s word blocks combined with lehi s

4 phelpssphelphsPhelpss word blocks and pratts combined
5 the word blocks of the lord and jesus combined
6 almasalmaaimasaimas word blocks amuleksamuletsAmuleks and abinadisAbinadis

combined
7 ammon s word blocks and general moronis

combined

see fh 16
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8 samuels word blocks and those ofofnephinephi the son
of Helheihelamanarnan combined

9 the word blocks of the lord as quoted by isaiah
and those of the father combined

10 mormon s word blocks and helaman s combined
11 moronis word blocks and zeniffs combined

in general word blocks of book of mormon authors clustered
with those of book of mormon authors and word blocks of non book
of mormon authors clustered with those of non book of mormon
authors the tendency of contemporaries to combine was also evi-
dent

discriminant OR classification ANALYSIS

the third and most powerful statistical technique used in this
study was discriminant analysis this procedure reduces the dimen-
sionalitysionality of differences among authors the MANOVA has established
the existence of significant differences in wordprintswordprints from one author
to another however these wordprintswordprints are essentially 383 8 dimensional
profiles ie they are composed of the frequencies of 38 words with
38 words to consider it is difficult to grasp the pattern of separation
between two or more authors the discriminant procedure deter-
mines a set of functions fewer in number than 38 which reveal the
configuration of separation among the authors 22

A discriminant analysis is often followed by a classification
analysis in which the profile of word frequencies wordprintwoodprintwordprint of a
block of words is compared to the average profile of each author and
the block of words is assigned to the most probable author the com-
parisonsparisons are made by means of classification functions which measure
how closely one profile matches another we consider the techniques
of discriminant and classification analysis to be the most powerful
because they are self verifying ie the results tell how well the word
print concept works on the data being studied

discriminant analysis 2000 word blocks
for 21 authors

the discriminant analysis we used was performed in steps the
word which best separates authors was entered first the second best
word next this process continued sequentially until a designated

12thethe discriminant functions can also be used to examine the coefficients of each function so as to
possibly identify it as a meaningful new variable we did not attempt this but the coefficients are available
for someone who may wish to investigate further the nature of the differences among authors
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critical level was reached after which no more words were included in
the analysis in this case 18 words provided a high percentage of the
discriminating power of the 38 words and the amount of computa-
tion was thereby reduced without sacrificing much accuracy 23 we
evaluated and plotted the discriminant functions for each block of
words thus providing a visual display of the differences among
authors some of these plots will be shown see figure 1 p 239 and
figure 2 p 242411

the words selected in this discriminant analysis were then used in
a classification analysis as described above in this phase each block of
words was classified with the author whose wordprintwoodprintwordprint it was closest to
the percent of the correct hits is a measure of how well the authors
can be separated of how unique the profile of word frequencies is for
each author

in the computer run with 2000 word blocks and 18 words
selected 93.3933935953 percent of the blocks were correctly classified this is a
very high success rate for a situation such as this where the number of
groups authors is so large typically the percent of correct classifica-
tions drops off when the number of groups exceeds four or five and
in many applications the percentage of hits is low even when the
number of groups is small the 93.3933953935 percentage in this case was
unexpectedly high

A better method of classifying the blocks of text is to drop one or
more blocks of words from the analysis compute the classification
functions and use these new functions to classify the blocks dropped
thus eliminating the partial circularity of the previous test this was
done on the above data base and in many other cases the results
though not as impressive as the 93 percent just mentioned were con-
sistently in the 70 and 80 percent range still very high percentages for
so many groups we performed many more analyses of this type with
similar results we mention a few

discriminant analysis
non book of mormon authors included

four book of mormon authors who had fewer than 2000 words
were deleted this left 162 blocks of words by 29 authors the first
two discriminant functions see appendix F were evaluated for all
162 observations and are shown in figure 1 the book of mormon
authors are rather widely separated from the non book of mormon
group it should be remembered that this two dimensional plot is

13 eighteen13eighteen discriminant functions were used even though only six were statistically significant the two
18s are coincidental these numbers will usually be different
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essentially a projection of higher dimensional points onto a plane
the actual points in a higher dimensional space are even more
separated than they appear here

taken together these tests strongly reinforce previous conclu-
sions that

1 distinct authorship styles can be readily distinguished within
the book of mormon and

2 the nineteenth century authors do not resemble book of
mormon authors in style

the pattern of separation which can be noticed in figure I11 sug-
gests another interesting observation the 9 non book of mormon
authors are known to be different yet their pattern of variation one
from another is similar to the pattern of variation among the book of
mormon authors this emphasizes the differences among book of
mormon authors and helps clarify that the differences we have found
are neither

1 artifacts of the book which might possibly be typical of other
books nor

2 natural random fluctuations of word frequencies from one
section of the book to another

the presence of isaiah among the book of mormon authors yield-
ed a similar result believers and nonbelieversnonbelievers agree isaiah is a dif-
ferent author than the authors of the rest of the book of mormon
yet none of our statistical tests showed isaiah to particularly stand out
that is mormon nephi and others appeared to be as distinctively
individual as isaiah ififjosephjoseph smith or any other nineteenth century
author had written the book this would not be expected

discriminant analysis of four major
book of mormon authors andjosephanyand joseph smith

the intent in this analysis was to focus on the four major authors
who together account for 62.2622622 percent of the book of mormon these
authors are mormon nephi alma the son of alma and moroni
see appendix B these four were compared with each other and

withjosephwith joseph smith some 91 blocks of 2000 words were available
words of the kingjamesking james version were excluded and 18 words were
selected in the stepwise phase we used four discriminant functions

A plot of the first two discriminant functions is given in figure 2

the following conclusions are apparent from the plot

1 almas writing is different from mormonscormonsMormons since
all of alma s words are taken from mormonscormonsMormons writings we
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can conclude that mormon copied directly from almas
writings and joseph smith translated literally from mor-
mon s writings

2 joseph smiths writing is very definitely distinct
from that of the authors in the book of mormon

3 moronis position between alma nephi and
mormon again indicates that moroni is consistently hard to
classify

in the classification phase 96.7967967 percent of the word blocks were cor-
rectly classifedclassifiedclassifed this number speaks for itself

TWO QUESTIONS

there are two questions that may have occurred to our readers
1 couldcouldjosephjoseph smith have altered his woodprintwordprintwordprint habits by try-

ing to imitate the king james style
from all the research results with which we are familiar the

answer is no
we mentioned the case of the lady who recently tried to imitate

jane austen but whose own wordprintwoodprintwordprint showed through the imitation
when subjected to stylometricstylometric analysis in a number of other cases it
has been shown that where an imitation is compared to the wordprintwoodprintwordprint
of the original the result resembles its creator more than it does the
model 24

2 could the large differences among authors in the book of
mormon be misleading iiee could we findsimilarsindfindssnd similar differences among
several works by the same author

in all the studies we are aware of either no significant differences
were found or at most very few minor differences As near as we can
determine the answer to this question is also no 1525

we elaborate with a few interesting examples one of the
authors assisted inin an analysis of woodprintwordprintwordprint in the book of isaiah 26

although virtually all the higher critics believe isaiah is the product of
two or more distinct authors the adams and rencher work pointed
to a unity of the book of isaiah in fact it showed a greater internal
consistency for isaiah than any other old testament book of that ap-
proximate time period

24 Mortonmononmoronmaron literary detection p 191
251bid251ibidbid ppap 132 37

26adamsadams and rencher the popularpopulax critical view of the isaiah problem ppap 149 57 adams and
rencher A computer analysis of the isaiah authorship problem ppap 95 102
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the unity of some of shakespearesShakespeares plays has also been ques-
tioned but when these plays were subjected to wordprintwoodprintwordprint analysis no
significant variations in wordprintwoodprintwordprint were found within the given plays
an attempt to prove that part or all of shakespearesShakespeares works were
really written by bacon resulted in what was described by AQ
morton as one of history s finest examples of serendipity 27 A man
by the name of william friedman was hired by a prominent baconian
to unravel the ciphers or code which would reveal the identity of
bacon in the text of shakespeare Friedmans study actually refuted
the cipher idea in shakespeare but he became intrigued with ciphers
and went on to publish some very important papers on
decipherment his work led directly to cracking the japanese naval
code in world war II11il 28

another study examined two books by sir walter scott one
written early in his career the other just before he died even though
scott had suffered four strokes during the intervening time period
there were no significant differences in wordprintswordprints either within the
two works or between them 29

conclusions

subject to the usual statistical assumptions and allowance for
error we make the following conclusions

1 the wordprintwoodprintwordprint hypothesis appears to be justified based on
our analysis of known non book of mormon authors each writer
appears to have a unique set of unconscious style characteristics this
profile of usage habits can serve in many cases to identify a piece of
writing as belonging to a particular author just as a fingerprint or
voiceprintvoiceprint can be traced to its owner or originator

2 the results of MANOVA discriminant analysis and cluster
analysis all strongly support multiple authorship of the book of
mormon according to some of the MANOVA results the odds against
the book of mormon having a single author are more than a billion to
one of course the assumptions for MANOVA should be checked for
example it is unlikely that the data can be considered to have come
from a multivariate normal distribution however we used the arc
sine transformation which partially compensated for the lack of
multivariate normality

27 27mortonmorionMorton literary detection p 185 cf ppap 186 88
28 ibid28ibid ppap 184 85
291ibid291bidbid ppap 134 36 142 43
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however the conclusion of multiple authorship does not rest on
the significance tests alone one of the most telling arguments is pro-
vided by the plots of discriminant scores in which the variation among
known authors such as joseph smith sidney rigdon PPPP pratt and
others is seen to be very similar to the variation among book of mor-
mon authors thus if one questions the highly significant results of
the MANOVA by suggesting that the differences may be statistically
significant but possibly reflect only minute real differences we can
clearly refer to the graphs of discriminant functions to show that the
differences among book of mormon authors are of the same
magnitude as the differences among known authors

conversely the MANOVA results reinforce the discriminant func-
tion plots these plots exhibit a very convincing pattern of separation
among authors with the backup of significance tests this separation
becomes very real and there remains little doubt of its validity

in further support of the MANOVA results it should be noted that
most of the 38 words were individually significant ie the 24
authors differed from each other on each word considered separately

this finding of multiple authorship has several implications
1 it does not seem possible that joseph smith or any other

writer could have fabricated a work with 24 or more discernible
authorship styles wordprintswordprints the 24 authors do not appear in 24
separate blocks of connected words but are shuffled and intermixed
in very arbitrary manner how could any single author keep track of
38 actually more than 38 word frequencies so as to vary them not
only randomly from one section to another but also according to a
fixed underlying pattern particularly more than a century before
scholars realized that word frequencies might vary with authors

2 the implications for translation are that the process was both
direct andandjiteralliteral and that each individual authors style was pre-
served possibly it was given to joseph smith word for word if not
then he was required to render it in a rather precise format with
minimum deviations from the original wordprintwoodprintwordprint the
demonstrated presence of distinguishable authorship wordprintswordprints in
the book of mormon argues for a formal translation in which infor-
mation was transferred but the imprint of the original language re-
mained

3 the book of mormon authors taken individually or collec-
tively do not resemble any of the nineteenth century authors which
we considered taken individually or collectively these authors inin-
cludecludejosephdejosephcluciu joseph smith and his contempories who have been considered
as possible contenders for authorship of the book of mormon the
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overwhelming evidence given by MANOVA and discriminant analysis
and to a lesser extent by cluster analysis should discredit the alter-
native theories that joseph smith solomon spaulding or others
wrote it

the separation between book of mormon and non book of mor-
mon authors was established by both MANOVA and discriminant
analysis especially convincing were the plots of the first two discrimi-
nant functions in these plots the two groups could be cleanly
separated by a straight line an extremely rare occurrence in discrimi-
nant analysis studies this visual separation was confirmed by the
MANOVA significance test and the possibility that the observed pat-
tern was a chance arrangement was thus ruled out

4 an analysis of letter counts not detailed in this paper yield-
ed similar results to the word count data letters are obviously a
rough way of detecting woodprintwordprintwordprint since many contextual words con-
tribute to the letter count the method however seems to be fairly
effective

5 in a cluster analysis including both book of mormon and
non book of mormon authors the book of mormon authors clustered
with themselves and the nineteenth century authors clustered with
themselves

6 each of the discriminant analyses was followed by a
classification analysis where each block of words was classified accord-
ing to which authors woodprintwordprintwordprint it most resembled when all the
blocks of words were used in computing the classification functions
and then submitted one by one for classification the percentage of
correct classifications varied from 69 to 100 when one block at a
timetime was withheld from computation and then submitted the
percentage of correct classifications varied from 50 to 81 percent
these percentages are rather high considering the number of authors
being classified and therefore reinforce the multiplicity of authors
conclusion shown by the MANOVA and discriminant analysis

7 an analysis was done using 42 words which were not among
the 38 words used in the previous analyses these 42 words occurred
less frequently than the 38 the MANOVA results also showed the
book of mormon authors differ from each other in their rates ofusage
of these words in fact the indicated level of significance showed the
differences to be even more highly significant than those determined
with the 38 words

our study has shown conclusively that there were many authors
who wrote the book of mormon
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APPENDIX A

number of words by engravers

engravers words percent
of book

mormon 174610 65165.1651gyi

nephi 54688 20.4204204

moroni 26270 9.89898

jacob 9103 343.434

enos 1157 4.4

Arnarnalekiamalekiamalekaaleki 919 3.3

jarom 731 3.3

omni 160 1.1

amoronamaron 154 1.1

abinadomAbinadom 96 0.0

chemishchamish 69 0.0

APPENDIX B

major book of mormon writers

author words percent
of book

mormon 97777 36.5365365

nephi 29320 10.9109log

alma 11II 19777 7.47474

moroni 19408 7.27272

lord 12200 4.64646

jesus 9654 3.6363656

jacob 8493 3.2323252

isaiah 6478 2.42424

helaman 5121 1.919lg19

lehi 4634 1.71717

lord quoted by isaiah 4355 1.616lgig
zenos 4230 1.616iglg

benjamin 4204 1.616lgig

amulekamules 3158 1.212
samuel the lamanite 3068 1.111iili
general moroni 2970 1.111liii
abinidiabinido 2767 101.0
ammon 2417 9.9
nephi son of helaman 2214 8.8

angel 1 2083 8.8

zeniff 1811 7.7

mosiah 1167 4.4
enos 967 4.4

father 961 4.4
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APPENDIX C

frequently occurring noncontextualNoncontextual words

word number of word number of
occurrences occurrences

and 10000 with 1161
the 10000 yea 987
of 8268 should 945
that 5717 by 882
to 5160 as 825
unto 2955 upon 819
in 2783 but 818
it 2665 also 795
for 1990 from 761
be 1928 there 668
which 1716 because 651
a 1673 these 633
not 1653 therefore 576
came 1550 when 576
pass 1486 if 541
behold 1456 even 528
all 1401 into 520
this 1223 would 494
now 1178 forth 484

infrequently occurring noncontextualNoncontextual words

out 467 about 210
after 442 must 196
among 442 then 192
against 433 every 181
thus 428 what 160
according 422 nevertheless 158
again 398 until 148
may 397 exceeding 143
no 371 thereof ill111lilliiili
wherefore 368 through 86
before 349 towards 72
might 345 verily 69
or 333 notwithstanding 64
on 322 whatsoever 58
at 313 lest 54
away 305505 whether 39
an 297 nay 38
so 282 ever 27
over 262 whereby 25

0 229 thereby 24
could 210 between 23

these counts overflowed the printout field on the computer therefore exact counts
are not available
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APPENDIX D

miscellaneous tests internal to the book of mormon

we comment briefly on two questions we tried to resolve using MANOVA the
first question involves the unity of isaiah many present day bible scholars accept the
theory that there were at least two authors of the book of isaiah the principal divi-
sions are chapters 1 39 and 40 66 we compared these two using word frequencies
for the portions available in the book of mormon although we ran this test four
times we could get no significant results this means we were unable to detect any
statistical difference which would support the theory that isaiah has more than one
author

the sermon on the mount as recorded in matthew was compared with jesus
teachings to the nephitesNephites as recorded in 3 nephi excluding chapters 12 14 which
contained material similar to the sermon on the mount there were 2 replications
1000 word blocks for the sermon on the mount in matthew and 7 for jesus inin

3 nephi due to the small number of blocks it was necessary to run 5 analyses of 4
words each only 1 of the 5 tests achieved a probability level as low as 05oy05.05 thus
there is little evidence of a style disparity between jesus in the new testament ser-
mon on the mount and jesus in 3 nephi excluding sermon on the mount material

again a word of cautioncaution is needed the tests on isaiah andiesusandiand jesusesus involved much
smaller sample sizes than the tests on the book as a whole therefore statistical dif-
ferencesferen ces would be harder to find even if there were a real difference
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APPENDIX E

lectures on faith

who protewroteprofe the lectures on faith
most latter day saints attribute the lectures on faith to joseph smith however

historians have long been doubtful of this identification since the lectures were
originally published unsigned recently alan J phipps completed an authorship
study on the lectures on faith 30 our conclusions largely support his results with
some differences as described below

first a cluster analysis was performed on the 9 non book of mormon authors
the lectures on faith paired with the writings of sidney rigdon which is the same
general conclusion that phipps made

discriminant analysis non book of mormon only
in this analysis each of the 7 lectures of the lectures on faith was counted as 1

block there were 7 blocks for 7 lectures
the computation set consisted of 7 non book of mormon authors with 36 blocks

of 2000 words eight words were used as dependent variables and 4 discriminant
functions were retained

A plot of the first two discriminant functions shows 6 out of the 7 lectures group-
ing with sidney rigdonsRigdons known writings there is no overlap of this group with
other writers the fifth lecture is rather distant from this group and is somewhat
closer to W W phelpssphelphsPhelpss group the fifth lecture has only 772 words which may not
be sufficient for a stable estimate of word frequencies

in the classification phase 88.9889889 of the blocks from the computation set were
correctly classified the lectures of the lectures on faith were classified as follows

lecture ist choice probability 2ndand choice probability
author author

1 S rigdon 1.010loio

2 J smith 524.524524 S rigdon 539559.339339
3 S rigdon 1.010lo10

4 S rigdon 988.988988 J smith 005005.005

5 WwwphelpsWWW phelps .461461 P P pratt 367567.367367
6 S rigdon 1.00100loo
7 S rigdon 995.995995 J smith 005.005005

these results differ somewhat from phipps s conclusions he assigned lectures
one and seven to sidney rigdon and five to tojosephjoseph smith he claimed that lectures
two three four and six possessed elements of both mens style and concluded that
these four represented a collaborative effort

aiaaladj30aianjalanjAlanJ phipps thetheibe lectures on faith an authorship study MA thesis brigham young univer-
sity 1977
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APPENDIX F

standardized discriminant function coefficients

word function 1 function 2

and 0350550.35035 0.15015015

the 0.04004004 0.42042
of 0210.21021 0140.14014
that oiloii0.11011 0240.24024
to 0090.09009 0.25025025

unto 0210.21021 olo0.10010
in 0.07007007 0.14014
it 0010010.01 0160.16016
for 0510510.51 0150.15
be 0.08008 0280.28028
which 0080080.08 001ooi0.01001
a 0050.05005 0.11011oii
this 0.01001ool 0290290.29
now 0050050.05 0.07007
with 0020.02002 0.19019019olg
upon 0.04004004 010olo0.10010
but 0.05005005 0020.02002
frfromam0m 0050.05005 0.04004004

therefore olioll0.11011 0240.24024
even 0070.07007 0.03003003005

these are the coefficients for a weighted average thus function 1 35z35zi
04z2 21z3 07z2o07z20 where the Zs are the standardized frequencies of the

words the sizes of the coefficients are related to their importance inin separating the
authors in function 1 the words and of unto for contribute heavily in function
2 the most important contributors are the that to be ralthisthlrazs and therefore
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APPENDIX G

further questions

the study reported here is the first major computer analysis of its kind that we
are aware of it raises a number of questions for further study which we list here

first we need to devise better definitions of wordprintswordprints using for example
phrases as well as words and it came to pass that was undoubtedly one word in
reformed egyptian conversely some words with two or more distinct meanings
should be separated in wordprintwoodprintwordprint definitions

second we need to determine whether the discriminant functions possess any
intrinsic meaning an investigation of this in conjunction with more precise defini-
tions of wordprintwoodprintwordprint might be particularly fruitful

third we need more investigation of wordprintwoodprintwordprint time trends in particular the
jareditejaredineJaredite record should be compared with the rest of the book

fourth we need to take a closer look at why moroni was relatively poorly
classified

fifth we need to determine what differences are introduced by using the 1830
edition of the book of mormon rather than the present edition

finally we need to determine whether some of the mismlsmisclassiflcationsmisclassificationsclassifications are correct
after all for example from the context of alma 29 it is clear that alma is writing
yet mormon does not identify this as a quotation this is the only ininstancestance we found
of this nature did we miss some others A careful misclassification study might
yield some light on this subject
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